Sharing My Contact with Spirit…
by Dan L Brock
On March 25, 2020, I had an astounding experience in a connection with spirit. During the
previous weeks, it was becoming increasingly solidified that everything in our world was about
to change. As the COVID-19 pandemic was rolling across the globe, many in the “awake and
aware” community began to feel a validation that the “thing” or “big event” many of us had
been told would be changing our society was taking shape, finally happening. Details of the
exact intentions have continued to remained elusive, although I felt this was a time when no
one on the planet would escape awareness of the changes being handed directly to all of
humanity. What was the origin of the virus? Regardless of the reason for its existence, it was
my uppermost desire to seek the assistance of spirit in understanding ways to be supportive
during this health challenge. Fortunately, spirit shared with me something that many could
energetically benefit from, including you.
During the early morning hours of March 25th, while deep in a working meditative state, I
projected into the infinity of space before me an open question for the universe to reply; at this
most critical time, what could be done to energetically assist the human transformation
process? Immediately, I could feel a response brewing in the dimensions and it began to come
to me in the form of rays of healing energy suddenly moving about, beaming in from all
directions and planes of existence. The energy turning and twisting, it began flowing into a
single energetic structure that was manifesting in front of me.
The sources were vastly diverse. All varieties of beings, from across the galaxy and universe,
were contributing their energetic intentions for human health and healing. Multidimensional
beings, some of my former guides, human and non-human healers, Mother Earth or Gaia,
Archangels of our Earthly realm, and others all chimed in. The structure they created, initially a
mere point of light, was growing, concentrating all their intentions into a single sphere, and it
was beginning to take the shape of a pill. Being no ordinary concoction, the healing potential of
this object was intuitively apparent to me.
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